[Searching for local similarities between HIV-1 and human proteins. Application to vaccines].
A method for identification of fragments with a high local similarity to human proteins within potentially immunopathogenic regions of HIV-1 proteins was developed. The method is based on the use of an original matrix of antigenic similarity of amino acids. The regions, whose fragments are frequent in human proteins, and regions, exhibiting a high similarity to the proteins responsible for important physiological functions, were identified in HIV-1 proteins. A possibility of participation of such regions in immunopathogenesis of HIV-infection due either to induction of cross-reacting effectors of immune system or through molecular mimicry of physiologically important human proteins, leading to an alteration of homeostasis of the organism, is discussed. Most of regions, identified in HIV-1 proteins, contain either T-cell (CD8+ CTL or CD4+ Th) or B-cell epitopes, or both of them simultaneously. The criteria for the design of safe polyepitopic antiviral vaccines which enable the exclusion of epitopes, having the (immuno)pathogenic potential, are discussed. According to these criteria, polyepitopic immunogens should be free of the virus protein regions, whose fragments are frequent in human proteins, as well as of regions exhibiting a pronounced local similarity to proteins that provide for important physiological functions.